A "matched" sensory reference can guide goal-directed movements of the affected hand in central post-stroke sensory ataxia.
Patients with central post-stroke sensory ataxia (CPSA) suffer from not only somatosensory dysfunction but also the ataxic movement disorder of the affected limb. These sensory and motor impairments possibly interfere each other, but such interference is still unclear. We evaluated smoothness of grasp movements in CPSA patients using a kinematic analysis, and verified the effect of somatosensory reference from the intact hand on grasp movements. Eight CPSA patients were enrolled. We recorded their reach-and-pinch movements of both affected and intact hands toward the tip of the 3-cm-diameter vertical bar, using a three-dimensional measurement system. When executing these movements of one hand, the patients simultaneously pinched the same diameter bar as the goal tip (matched-reference condition: Matched-Ref) or the 5-cm-diameter thicker bar (mismatched-reference condition: Mismatched-Ref) by the other hand. The normalized jerk index (i.e., movement smoothness) of the affected hand was disturbed compared with the intact hand. The kinematic data of the finger opening and closing phases were also disturbed. These disturbances were partially improved with Matched-Ref but not Mismatched-Ref of the intact hand. We successfully evaluated the features of CPSA, indicating that the somatosensory reference method could be useful for rehabilitation in sensory ataxia.